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Cat-Nr: EROTICBARBEC

Erotic Barbecue

Artikel info:-

	Actually Knut and Barney just planned to chill at the like this
afternoon and broil some steaks. But that idea already fails
when they try to ignite the barbecue. They are just unable to
start the fire and blame each other for that foolishness.
Teasing is a sign of affection is what comes to ones mind
when you see that they are very quick on the mats to sniff at
each other. It&acute;s the first time they meet and it seems as
if both have just waited for that. Knut loves to be dominated
by little Barney who can hope for his first victory this time. But
will that happen? They start cautious but the fight gets hotter
and more erotic. Long holds, long ballgraps, facesitting, feet in
face, wedgies and cock to face attacks are the tricks they use
on each other. After some time they need to cool down and so
Knut grabs Barney and throws him into the lake. To have his
revenge Barney gives everything but Knut doesn&acute;t like
to surrender and endures long and mean holds. At the end
Knut provokes Barney. He undresses completely and wags
his tool in front of his face. Hot hot hot!

Play length approx - 60 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  29,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Erotic Barbecue :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download HD.

In catalog since Saturday 03 August, 2013
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